
PERIODS IN F&S
Note:
- v is inversely related to P.

v = (P*y)/Ms
Md = Ms (equilibrium)
v = (P*y)/Md

- velocity generally declines during a contraction, and the more so, the sharper the contraction
- velocity tends to rise during the expansion phase of a cycle and decline during the contraction phase

- Changes in M can have three sources:
1) HPM: has been major factor accounting arithmetically for changes in the stock of money
2) D/C-ratio: has been of major importance primarily during periods of financial difficulties
3) D/R-ratio: has been of major importance primarily during periods of financial difficulties

- generally rises during business expansions and falling during business contractions

Chapter Period M+v=P+y Reasons Changes Sub-periods Gold
Standard?

1.
Introduction 1867-1960

M = 5.4%
v = -1.0%
P = 0.9%
y = 3.5%

Most notable feature
of the money stock
from 1867 to 1960 is
the sharp upward
trend
Stock HPM major
factor rise M

Note:
1890-1914:
world gold stock
grew by 1.5%
per year
1890-1914:
world gold stock
grew by 3.5%
per year

2.
Greenback
Period

1867-1879

M = 1.1%
v = -1.0%
P = - 3.5%
y = 3.6%

Prices needed to fall
dramatically to get
back on gold standard
– this happened not
because of
government action
(growth M was
positive), but because
of rapid output growth
(y).
y: high as result of
settlement new land
and train tracks

1873-1879: longest
contraction U.S history

NO, but
considered
temporary.
Result of
government
expenditure
during Civil War
à aim was to get
back on

3. Silver
Politics and
the Secular
Decline in
Prices

1879-1897

M = 6 %
v = -3.3%
P = - 1%
y = 3.7 %

M: mainly result of
changes in HPM
(government was
buying up silver)

YES, money
convertible into
gold at a fixed
ratio specified
by law and
maintained in
practice

4. Gold
Inflation and
Banking
Reform [1]

1897-1914

M = 7.5%
v = - 2.5%
P = 2%
y = 3%

Fraction of total
change in M
explained by:

1897-1907: rise in D/R
as result of assumption
Treasury wider central-
banking functions

YES, money
convertible into
gold at a fixed
ratio specified



HPM: 64% (mainly
due to gold
expansion)
D/C-ratio: 17%
D/R-ratio: 13%
Interaction ratios: 5%

by law and
maintained in
practice

5. Early Years
of the Federal
Reserve
System

1914-1921

M = 13%
v = ? %
P = 15%
y = ? %

Fraction of total
change in M
explained by:
HPM: 95%
drain reserves)
D/C-ratio: -7%
D/R-ratio: 13%
Interaction ratios: -1%

YES, but
number other
national moneys
so linked had
diminished and
foreign trade
smaller part U.S.
economic
activity. Links
slightly looser.

6. The High
Tide of the
Reserve
System

1921-1929

M = 3.2%
v = -1.3%
P = - 2.2%
y = 4.1%

Fraction of total
change in M
explained by:
HPM: 27%
D/C-ratio: 54%
D/R-ratio: 15%

M: 54% result of
D/C-ratio, which
collapsed in 1930s
(setting the stage for
the chapter on the
Great Contraction).

YES, but
number other
national moneys
so linked had
diminished and
foreign trade
smaller part U.S.
economic
activity. Links
slightly looser.

7. The Great
Contraction 1929-1933

All falling:
M = > ⅓
v = almost ⅓
P = > ¼
y = > ⅓

Fraction of total
change in M
explained by:
HPM: -37%
D/C-ratio: 107%
D/R-ratio: 52%
Interaction ratios:
-22%
Total rations: 63%

YES, but
number other
national moneys
so linked had
diminished and
foreign trade
smaller part U.S.
economic
activity. Links
slightly looser.

[1] Note: the independence of price changes and real output changes in Chapters 3 and 4: 1882-1892 prices
decline 2% or more per year; 1903-1913 prices rose 2% or more per year à however, in both periods there were
similar rates of real growth.


